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   Being a student in university now is different than it was 20 years ago. Only in the last 20 years technology has grown a lot; Online Streaming, Crowd-sourced Funding, and even Self Driving Cars. Just because technology has advanced, it does not mean it has become any easier on the students. As students we are expected to take notes during class, read material beforehand, work to complete weekly homework assignments and projects, study for exams, and repeat this for five to six courses per semester. Our capstone project field is a resource community for university students. A community that combines and allows students to converse, study, share information, and tutor privately between each other currently does not exist. Universities often have issues connecting students together to study or share information.

   Our goal is to create an online community for students in order to bring them together in the pursuit of scholarly success. We hope to partition students into their respective universities, disciplines, and individual classes so that they may communicate about assignments, exams, class schedules, and anything else one might require assistance with. We aspire to create such a community through a variety of tools and resources. Our approach will be using WordPress to host and build our website. WordPress
has a variety of resources for building a web-based application using HTML, Javascript, PHP and MySQL. Our main three features for each student includes tutoring appointments, group chats, and school-specific resources to create a greater sense of community for students.